Bush Fire Map Marking Guide
Although this map shows the standard colours: Red
- Fire; Black - Operational Symbols; and Blue Assets and Writing; it can still be copied in black &
white without losing meaning.
All Operational Points are marked using a symbol
surrounded by a circle. Solid circles indicate
confirmed points. Dashed circles indicate planned
or unconfirmed locations.
Assets are marked with a symbol surrounded by a
square - or simply with a square.
Refer to the Bushfire Mapping Symbols for more
detail.
These symbols are designed to flow with the fire
and its control development. Not all symbols are
shown on this example.
The symbols on this map are those used with
computer generated maps. Hand drawn maps will
use similar but not identical symbology.
Always mark control lines on the far side of the
feature. This will enable any backburning to be
clearly shown.

Contained Fire Edge
The red solid line indicates
the contained fire edge.

Going Fire Edge
The red dotted line indicates
the going fire edge.

Completed Control Line

A series of crosses indicates
the line is complete.

Show DTG

27 1400

Zulu Sector

2

Yankee Sector

Completed Backburn
A solid base indicates that
the backburn is completed.

SOUTH DIVISION

Show DTG
Sector Boundary

Previously Burnt Area
Shows areas burnt in incidents
prior to the current one.

Sector Name
Sectors are usually named
alphabetically from the fire
origin using the beginning
and the end of the
alphabet for each flank.
This enables a logical
continuation of lettering if
required.

Asset (Threatened)
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Predicted Fire Edge
The red dashed line indicates
the predicted fire edge.

X-Ray Sector
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Do not add a sector symbol
as well.

Proposed Road Closure
A dashed circle indicates
an operational point where
the location is still planned
or unconfirmed.

Show DTG and burnt area
that time.

Show DTG
Divisional Boundary
This is also the location of the
Sector boundary.

Proposed Backburn
This is a proposed backburn
for property protection.
Draw on near side of feature.

Backburn in Progress

Alpha Sector
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Bravo Sector
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The full DTG would be: 04 1051 NOV 12 which
includes the date, time, month and year.

Burnt Area
Shows the area burnt
during the current
incident.

Proposed Control Line
Alternating crosses and dashes
indicate the proposed control
line. Draw the line on the far
side of the feature.
Fall back lines should also be
shown.
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DTG refers to Date Time Group which uses the two
digits for the date and 24 hour time, eg 10:51hrs on
4 November, 2012 would be 04 1051.

Safety Note
Note a safety issue specific
to the incident.

NORTH DIVISION

Show DTG

Show DTG

Divisional or Sector Commanders must ensure that
real time information is passed to the Incident
Control Centre. Maps and relevant information
must also be passed on to the changeover
personnel.

Operational Point (Refuge)
Refers to any point set up for,
or of interest to, operations.
A solid circle surrounding the
point indicates a confirmed
location.
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Always mark the map indicating when it was
updated.

Fire Origin
The dashed circle indicates
that the exact point is still
unconfirmed.
Show DTG
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Usually drawn across the
boundary, but may be drawn
offset so as not to clutter the
map.

Spot Fire

Use dashed circle if
not yet confirmed.
Show DTG

Division Name
Divisions are usually
geographical or compass
point names.

All assets are marked by
square symbols. Details
of the type of asset may
be within the square.

Proposed Staging Area
Operational Point.
Annotate Staging Area
the class of the Staging
Area (1, 2, or 3).

Emergency Alert Area
Shows the area for which an
Emergency Alert is to be
issued.

